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Host ACTD_John_Sea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "A Stitch in Time" SD 10107.15.

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Stands in front of the Guardian of Forever dressed in blue jeans, boots, a blue t-shirt, tucked in, and wearing a grey ballcap with the Perseus class logo on it, holding a tricorder type device with a small sensor array looking device mounted on it, the chronoton emitter and quantum state scanner.::

XO_Miller says:
::On the bridge waiting for a report from the away team.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Wakes up in sickbay.::

Host ACTD_John_Sea says:
Action: Unknown to the crew of the Andromeda, the Captain has shifted back to her Federation personality.

OPS-Exeter says:
::Enters the bridge and heads for his station.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Stands next to CIV, wearing typical 20th century clothing including an ear-covering hat.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Sitting in Engineering making sure there are enough security officers and going over repair reports.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Begins checking his console.::

Host ACTD_John_Sea says:
Action: Meanwhile back on Earth, the Warlords have taken their prisoner and the Captain to a secret ocean base via helicopter.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Looks around her.:: Self: Wait a minute… Warlords?

OPS-Exeter says:
::Takes his seat and checks his station.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Talking to a medical officer about the symptoms he got from the shifting.::

XO_Miller says:
*CEO*  How is our guest doing?  Just let me know if you want a break from him.

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: I guess we're ready. I believe that we can locate the site of my and Kalla's arrival by using the data stored in my tricorder.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Well, it's not everyday you get to tag-team your commanding officer. You ready to go, Senek? ::Slips a bag of various engineering items, a tricorder, and some padds over his head in a duffel bag and stuffs the chronoton emitter into it.::

OPS-Exeter says:
::Checks power supply on lower decks and locks on the away team.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: Also It isn't every day you get hit by her.

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* Nothing wrong with him here, sir, perfectly fine.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Walks closer to the Guardian and signs for CIV to follow.::

CSO_Sketek says:
<MO> CSO: You are cleared for duty.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Right, and we want to arrive as close to before you guys arrived as possible, but before, if possible. ::Pulls down his cap over his ears.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Looks for possible escape routes.::

Host Warlord says:
::The helicopter lands on a platform and the Warlords take the prisoner and the Captain inside as guards walk the corridors.::

XO_Miller says:
*CEO*  Understood.

CSO_Sketek says:
::In turbolift heading to the bridge.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Looks back at the EO.:: Let's go... ::Smiles and motions for the EO to come on.::

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Have you found any other damage that may have been caused by Raven?

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: Yes, before would be preferable. ::Signs EO to follow as well.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: I'm with you, Sir.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Would you like to do the honors of talking to it, or shall I? ::Motions to the Guardian.::

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Checking on it, Commander.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Warlord: What are you going to do with him?

Host Warlord says:
Action: The Ocean Base is in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, it has a surface facility for helicopters and boats, while the rest of the base is underwater.

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: You can get the honor. I don't exactly trust it.

XO_Miller says:
::Nods at OPS.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Checks through security files to make sure Raven didn't do anything seriously harmful to the ship.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Arrives on the bridge.::

OPS-Exeter says:
::Checks on damage.::

Host Warlord says:
CO: We are going to interrogate him like you suggested of course, ::sly grin.:: and slowly.

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Lieutenant Sketek reporting back for duty.

XO_Miller says:
::Looks over and sees Sketek.::  CSO:  Welcome back.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: We wish to travel to the past, we wish to go before the last people that entered the portal, but as close to then as possible. The date they should have arrived was December 21, 1993 upon the planet Earth.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Warlord: Why don't you let me do that? I have certain knowledge in that area.

Host Warlord says:
<Guardian> CIV: Why should I permit another incursion into the past?

CSO_Sketek says:
::Reading the XO's orders.::

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Do you think you can come up with something to correct our situation?

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: No more damage, than was meant to be, sir.

Host Warlord says:
Captain: Very well then... ::Everyone arrives in an interrogation room.:: Proceed...

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: To be honest I wouldn't be too positive about that. Most likely we need help from someone advanced, like the Lumina.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: There was a problem with the last incursion. It was meant to stop an incursion even before that, which has caused catastrophe within the universe, one of our people went into quantum flux, it is our job to make a final incursion and return things to the state which they once were.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Analyzing the sensor readings during the last dimensional shift.::

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Understood.  Let's just see about fixing whatever has been done.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Takes a good look at the prisoner.:: Prisoner: What is your name?

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Hmmm, if you have a full staffed Dry dock, we could, sir.

Host Warlord says:
<Guardian> CIV: This is not my problem.

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  We've got to think positive.  All I can ask is that you try.

FCO_Durron says:
::Begins checking what he can do.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: On the contrary, it is, it threatens your universal existence.

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: I have a small fleet of imperial warships approaching on LRS. One fighter carrier and two destroyer escorts.

Host Warlord says:
::Prisoner refuses to speak even though he knows the CO is s Vulcan.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Warlords: Maybe he will be easier to persuade if I am alone with him.

XO_Miller says:
OPS: On screen.

OPS-Exeter says:
::Puts the war fleet on screen.:: XO: On screen now, sir.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Continues to go through the security files, not finding much of interest.::

Host Warlord says:
Captain: Proceed, we will be back later with "tools".

CSO_Sketek says:
::Trying to analyze the dimensional shifting patterns and techniques.::

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Are weapons online?

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Only rear weapons are online. I recommend red alert.

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Red Alert!

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Waits till the Warlords have left the room, then goes near to the prisoner and says in a low voice.:: Prisoner: We had better keep up this charade, so please pretend to feel some pain sometimes. ::Pretends to hit him.:: I asked your name.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Raises red alert.::

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  Prepare for evasive maneuvers.

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Is awaiting the Guardian's response.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Incoming bombers with fighter escorts.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: I suggest we split, sir, we aren't a match, sir.

Host Warlord says:
::Prisoner remains defiant and uncooperative, he is attempting to dislodge a poison capsule in a false tooth.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Looks up from her work as red lights start flashing in engineering.:: *XO* Sir, what’s going on?

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  I need you to cover tactical.  FCO:  Cover OPS as well.

Host Warlord says:
<Guardian> CIV: I exist in all realities.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Aye.  Just one thing.  Evasives will be a bit difficult in atmosphere.  Should I take us up?

XO_Miller says:
*CEO*  We've got a small fleet on an intercept course.

CTO_Senek says:
$Guardian: If you accepted my travel last time you should allow me passage now as well, as this travel is for the same purpose as the last one.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Aye, sir! ::Walks to Tactical and checks weapons manifest.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Realizes prisoner's actions.:: Prisoner: You seem aware of my race. You cannot threaten me. And as I am unemotional enough to have the attitude that I would rather see you dead than in enemy hands, that threat won't work. I suggest cooperation for both our sakes.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: But your existence in this reality is threatened, and it is necessary to repair the damage done to this universe.

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  Coordinate with Sketek on where to bring the ship.

CEO_Rogers says:
::Checks the ships status on weapons, and shields to prepare for the oncoming battle threat.::

Host Warlord says:
<Prisoner> CO: Then I die, serving the Federation.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Aye! CSO: Your recommendations?

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Target their weapons and engines.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Prisoner: Yes, you do, commendable action I am sure. However, if you want the future to belong to the Federation and not to the Romulan Empire, I strongly urge you to cooperate.

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: Perhaps you should argue a little bit more... The Guardian seems not to be totaly convinced...

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Aye, sir ::Targets the weapons of the attackers.::

CEO_Rogers says:
::Finds the forward weapons are offline, and gets to work on getting them back up.::

Host Warlord says:
Action: Bombers taking up spearhead formation, angling away from the Andromeda and heading towards the planet.

OPS-Exeter says:
FCO: Turn the ship, I need to use the aft weapons section!

XO_Miller says:
*CEO*  How long before forward weapons are online?

CSO_Sketek says:
FCO: The fighter craft are a lot smaller so we can't win over them in maneuverability. Instead I think we should use our advantages: warp engines, greater energy reserves and phasers.

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* I'm working on it sir, it shouldn't be much longer.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: If you exist in all realities, then you obviously recognize this universe’s alteration, and you recognize it must be repaired.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: And that being so, you know both my statements are true...

Host Warlord says:
<Guardian> CIV: I exist as a gateway and gatekeeper.

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* we have a problem... there aren't any forward weapons to repair.....

FCO_Durron says:
OPS: Ok!.  ::Swings the ship carefully around on it's vertical axis.::

FCO_Durron says:
CSO: So up it is than?

Host Warlord says:
Action: The Andromeda comes about.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: Then please open the gateway and allow us to repair time, that is all we ask, is for the gateway to be opened.

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Can we do this without forward weapons?

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Aye, we have aft weapons.

Host Warlord says:
<Guardian> CIV: Behold, your past...

XO_Miller says:
*CEO*:  Understood.  We'll be working with aft weapons.

CIV_Deimon says:
$Guardian: Thank you.

Host Warlord says:
<Prisoner> Captain: Continue...

OPS-Exeter says:
XO:I have lock on the bombers. I think I can fire a few torpedoes at the same time and create a chain reaction, sir!

CEO_Rogers says:
::Tries to find a way to get around their 'little' problem.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Sees that some confidence must be shown.:: Prisoner: Who are you? I am Captain Kalla of the USS Andromeda. I came here through the Guardian of Forever from  a future where the Federation serves the Romulan Empire, where the Warlords won.

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Excellent.  Stand by and prepare to fire.

CIV_Deimon says:
$AT: When I say jump, jump! ::Begins scanning with tricorder.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Prisoner: And it all revolves around your capture and the seizing of your ring, somehow.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Aye, now or never, sir!

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: The fighters are attacking, too.

CIV_Deimon says:
$AT: Now! ::Jumps into the Guardian of Forever, headed for a time and place near New York City, USA, December 21, 1993.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Gets into the Guardian.::

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  See if they will answer our hails.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Prisoner: We need to help each other to escape from here.

Host Section_31 says:
Action: The away team appears in New York City... on a busy urban street.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Checks his tricorder and tries to find the spot where he arrived earlier with Kalla.::

Host Section_31 says:
Captain: I was sent here to observe and record the genetic advances of the Warlords and attempt to duplicate them for the Federation.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Tries to hide his tricorder from the other people as much as possible.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$::Jumps as well.::

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Aye. ::Begins hailing the imperial fleet.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: I recommend we break from orbit. The faster we move, the harder it is to hit us.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: At this rate I'm loosing my lock on the bombers, sir!

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Prisoner: Who sent you? Who are you?

CEO_Rogers says:
::Continues to find a way out of their situation.::

FCO_Durron says:
CSO: Agreed. However, then we will be vulnerable to the time storms.

CSO_Sketek says:
OPS: What about using our shuttles against the fighters?

Host Section_31 says:
Action: Terran Empire starfighters attack the Andromeda, lighting up its shields in a flurry of small arms hits.

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Heads for a sidewalk.:: AT: Let's get out of the way. ::A car stops before him honking and rolling down his window, he yells something obscene and Deimon returns an obscene gesture.::

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Fire!

OPS-Exeter says:
CSO: It would mean a few good pilots, but it could work if we boost the shuttle’s shields.

CTO_Senek says:
$AT: Very soon after we arrived, two Warlords arrived and soon after them the Starfleet guy run past us.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Follows Deimon.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: I don't think he was complimenting us, Sir.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Aye ::Fires a spread of the Aft torpedoes at the bombers.::

Host Section_31 says:
Captain: That is all I will tell you, the Warlords have my phaser.

CIV_Deimon says:
$EO: You’re right about that one.

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Report!

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Steps up onto the sidewalk and pulls out his tricorder, scanning for a Vulcan lifesign anywhere within scanning range.::

Host Section_31 says:
Action: Photon torpedo explosions at point blank range rock the ship, shields down to 35 percent... the whole ship quakes.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Looks at the prisoner.:: Prisoner: Well, I suppose we need that first. I suppose the best would be if they could not interrogate you while I try to get to it.

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  Be prepared to get us out of here.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Shields down to 35 percent, I'm checking on the Bombers now, sir.

FCO_Durron says:
::Prepares a course at low warp away for the planet.:: XO: If we depart the planet we will be vulnerable to the time storms.

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: Actually I don't think that we should be looking for Vulcans; if we find one, that means we're too late anyway.

Host Section_31 says:
Action: The away team detects the Captain's signature, far into the Atlantic ocean.

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  Understood.  CSO:  Any way we could avoid these storms?

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: No bombers where hit, all fighters are destroyed, suggest we send the shuttles after the bombers, sir.

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Do we have enough experienced pilots?

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: I can modulate shields and of course I will make sensor and navigational systems cooperate.

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: Aren't we supposed to be here before the first away team?

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Exactly.... and it looks like I'm right, we're too late, I've already got the captain on my tricorder, in the far Atlantic? We'll have to arrange for a flight of some kind, an old-fashioned helicopter would be best.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Sees what CIV found out.:: Too late, it seems...

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Sir, the bombers are attacking the Guardian of Forever now.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: You’re looking at him, Two years as FCO and squad leader of Eagle Squad, sir.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Applies the Vulcan nerve pinch to the prisoner.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Also the destroyers are closing in.

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Fire at will at anything that is moving out there!

Host Section_31 says:
Captain: Release me!

FCO_Durron says:
::Modified the orbit to put it above the Guardian.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: In the Atlantic, you mean? As far as I know Earth history, human helicopters weren't submersible, so one of them isn't good enough.

Host Section_31 says:
Action: The Prisoner slumps to the floor.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Aye, sir ::Firing the aft weapons at anything that dares to move.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Walks out of the room to join the warlords.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$EO: Could you fly an old-fashioned helicopter? ::Looks at the CTO.:: We can always dive if we have to, but to get there they would need air transportation, it would be faster, there is probably a landing pad above water.

CTO_Senek says:
$AT: So, where shall we get one? And how, if we even manage to find one?

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Give me four shuttles and I'll get those bombers, sir.

Host Warlord says:
Captain: Any progress?

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Warlords: He is unconscious for now. But I understood from him that you retrieved one or more devices from him which can give us information.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: That's easy... We find a private pilot, and we steal his helicopter.

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: Sir, with a few minutes of training I think I can. 

Host Warlord says:
Captain: We retrieved a small device, it’s in the lab.

XO_Miller says:
::Walks over to the tactical console.::  OPS:  Get going... now!

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: I'll take five, sir.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Warlord: May I see it? Maybe it is similar to a device I know.

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: If we aren't to alter history any more than necessary, stealing the helicopter isn't the best way to go... but if it's our only possibility, that's what we'll do.

CIV_Deimon says:
$EO: Try your tricorder and pray I thought to load something in on how to fly one of those, any shuttle pilot should have started training on one at the academy, I know I did, but that was a long time ago.

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Take whatever you need.  Just destroy those bombers.  We will work on the destroyers.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: You have a better idea? ::Grins.::

OPS-Exeter says:
::Enters  the turbo lift.:: TL: Shuttledeck.

FCO_Durron says:
::Hears what the OPS was talking about..:: OPS: Take the Perseus.

OPS-Exeter says:
::As the door closes.:: FCO: I will, lad, I will. ::Smiles.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: I suppose the tricorder will help us by giving a more comfortable interface with the helicopter.

Host Warlord says:
Action: The landing party come upon a heliport, with a lot of civilians waiting to be taken to the airport.

XO_Miller says:
*OPS*  We will drop shields for just enough time for you to depart.  Let me know as soon as you are ready.

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: Let's have it your way, then.

OPS-Exeter says:
*Shuttle bay* Prepare four shuttles and the Perseus for action, and hurry.

CIV_Deimon says:
$EO: Good thinking...

XO_Miller says:
FCO: Bring us about to these coordinates. I want a clear shot at these destroyers. ::Punches in the coordinates.::

Host Warlord says:
Action: The destroyers bear down on the Andromeda.

OPS-Exeter says:
::Exits the turbolift.:: *XO* Aye and good hunting, sir.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Aye. ::Breaks orbit and puts the ship at the specified coordinates.::

Host Warlord says:
Captain: Of course, down the hall.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: We need a phone book, that's the old-fashioned communications system, I've spent a lot of time on the holodeck in this time, we can get an address for a private pilot in a phone book.

OPS-Exeter says:
::Runs towards the fighter decks, and quickly heads for the Perseus.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Walks down the hall to the laboratory.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: Phone booths should be common enough. ::Spots one and walks to it.::

XO_Miller says:
::Fires a torpedo spread as the ship comes about.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Notices a helicopter taking off.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: How about that. ::Points at a nearby heliport.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Trying to establish and configure an efficient link between navigational and sensor systems.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Sees the helicopters.:: CIV: Oh, you mean those... ok.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Enters the laboratory and sees if anyone is there.::

OPS-Exeter says:
::Enters his fighter and quickly does the check list, then takes a look at the prepared fighters.:: *Bridge* Fighterwing Eagle is ready to go!

Host Warlord says:
Action: The heliport has one helicopter with two mechanics working on it.

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: It seems I had helicopters mixed up with another ancient traveling method.

XO_Miller says:
*OPS* Understood. ::Lowers shields just long enough for departure.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at his controles for a second and reverses almost everything in his mind and prepares for evasive maneuvers backwards.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Airplanes?

CTO_Senek says:
$::Starts walking towards the helicopters:: EO: Can you confirm if it's operational?

OPS-Exeter says:
::Quickly flies his fighter out of the bay and makes contact with the other fighters.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Follows behind the away team taking in the sights and having his tricorder record it all.::

Host Warlord says:
Action: One destroyer lists to port, venting plasma as it is hit with torpedoes.

EO_Z`heta says:
$CTO: It is operational sir, but the fuel tank is only half.  Can I try the next one?

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Sees that only one lab technician is at work and that she is not followed by any warlord.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: A good shot. ::Watching the main screen.::

XO_Miller says:
::Targets the other destroyers and fires.::

CTO_Senek says:
$EO: I don't see other helicopters around here. we'll have to do with this one.

Host Warlord says:
Action: The away team comes upon a fully fueled helicopter guarded by one security guard.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: What about that one? ::Points..::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Decides against trying to persuade the guy, but walks up to him and uses the nerve pinch to neutralise him. He slumps to the floor.::

XO_Miller says:
::Nods.::  CSO:  Let's just get the rest of 'em.

EO_Z`heta says:
$CTO: We'll have to stay with this one, then.

OPS-Exeter says:
#*Ealge Wing*: Alpha-9 formation, Follow my lead, when we arrive, each it's own. ::Wets course to the bombers.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: It's fine I guess... we need to distract the guard somehow.

Host Warlord says:
Action: OPS engages the bombers as the bomber tail guns go off.

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  Be prepared to beam our personnel out of there if anything happens.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Looks around and sees that he was actually investigating the phaser, but had not yet taken it apart.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Why? ::Walks up to the guard.:: Guard: Howdy, nice little bird you got here, mind if I take a look?

Host Warlord says:
Action: The second destroyer is disabled.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Follows CIV, gets close to the guard.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Sets the phaser to heavy stun, takes a deep breath and walks out of the lab.::

Host Guard says:
CIV:  Step back!

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Both destroyers have sustained heavy damage. They can't return to fire any longer.

FCO_Durron says:
::Maneuvers the ship to fire on the carrier.::

OPS-Exeter says:
#:: Dodges and fires at the bombers, from several of the fighters talk and other noises can be heard over the comm.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Takes one step back.:: Guard: Geez, you’re jumpy!

CTO_Senek says:
$Guard: Now don't get mad about it.

XO_Miller says:
::Seeing that the destroyer is disabled, targets that ship and launches a singular torpedo straight at it.::

CTO_Senek says:
$Guard: How much would it cost to get a ride on this helicopter?

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Stuns the two guards outside the prisoner's cell and opens the door.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Pulls out a wad of cash.:: CTO/EO: You should have some, too.

XO_Miller says:
FCO: Get us close enough to that carrier.  When in range, bring us about.

Host Guard says:
CTO: See the manager inside, I am here to guard this bird.

OPS-Exeter says:
<Burton> *All Fighters* Tally ho!!!!

EO_Z`heta says:
$CIV: It's here! ::Shows money to the guard.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Sees that the prisoner is still unconscious.:: Self. Well, it seemed like a good idea at the time. ::Unties him and puts him round her shoulders, however this does hamper her movements somewhat.::

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Aye! ::Brings the ship about to face the carrier and punches up to full impulse.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Do the honors ::Lifts hand and squeezes hand in a neck pinch motion.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Puts his hand on guard's shoulder.:: Guard: Well, now that we're friends, I have an interesting offer for you. ::Slowly moves his hand to guard's neck and uses the Vulcan Nerve Pinch.::

XO_Miller says:
::Targets the carrier and fires.::

Host Guard says:
Action: The Guard slumps to the floor.

CTO_Senek says:
$AT: Ok, get inside.

OPS-Exeter says:
<Regal>*All Fighters* This is a piece of cake.

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  How are the shuttles doing against the bombers?

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Decides to carry him at her side instead, manages this while holding the phaser and walks out.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Climbs in.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$::Steps into the helicopter.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: The carrier is disabled and the ship is on fire.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Steps into the helicopter and closes the doors.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Think we should take him with us? Hostage? Or at least keep him from telling anyone if we pull this off without getting seen.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Two warlords try to stop her from entering the elevator but she quickly stuns them and enters. Presses the button to the top.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$::Uses the tricorder to interlink with the heli's computer.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: I think it's better we leave him there. If we take him hostage, he'll know more of us.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@Puts him on her shoulders for the run to the helicopter.::

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Any more destroyers on sensors?

Host Guard says:
Action: The OPS and his fighter wing quickly make short work of the unescorted bombers.

OPS-Exeter says:
#::Flies his fighter to the lead vessel and shoots it down, then turns and flies straight through the bomber group.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CIV: And police would start looking for us and all that.

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: No hostile warships on sensors.

CIV_Deimon says:
$CTO: Good point...So, co-pilot or passenger? ::Smiles and motions towards each chair in turn.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::As the elevator doors open, Kalla hears radios warning of her and the prisoner's escape. She quickly downs two more guards.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Sits on the passenger's chair.::

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.  FCO:  Let's go help out our shuttles.

Host Guard says:
Action: Warning lights go off as Warlords chase the Captain.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: It appears the shuttles have... completed their mission.

CTO_Senek says:
$EO: Now would be a good time to get off. he won't be unconscious for a very long time.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Runs for her life to the nearest helicopter, shooting like mad around her, hitting most of the time.::

XO_Miller says:
FCO: Excellent. Signal them back to the ship.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Checks his tricorder and gives EO the bearings.::

OPS-Exeter says:
::Checks for any stray bombers.:: *Eagle Wing* Resume to former formation and head back to the Andy, Burton you have the lead.

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Takes a seat in the co-pilot’s chair.:: EO: Well, I have a little experience with these... but you seem to have it under control, let's go. ::Smiles and hits the power buttons and switches, as the computers and other electronic whatnots on the heli start up and link to the interface on the tricorder.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Climbs aboard the copter downing an approaching warlord, dumps the prisoner on the passenger seat and takes a look at the controls.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$CTO: Certainly! ::Presses buttons on the heli and on the tricorder and the heli pads start to move.::  AT: We're off the ground!

Host Guard says:
Action: The CO enters a helicopter and lifts off as dozens of bullets bounce off the helicopter, creating sparks and violent metal fatigue noises.

FCO_Durron says:
COM: OPS: You and your boys can bring it home.

XO_Miller says:
CSO/FCO:  Nice work!  Let's hope the away team is having as good of luck as we are.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Sees if the Captain's signal is still visible on the tricorders.::

OPS-Exeter says:
COM:FCO: Understood, add 20 kills to Fightersquad records. ::Grins.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Wonders which direction to take.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: I have been thinking a bit. Maybe we can use these time storms to get back to our own universe.

FCO_Durron says:
::Puts the ship in a geosynchronous orbit over the Guardian.:: XO: Thank you, sir.

CTO_Senek says:
$AT: And remember, don't trust her under any circumstances.

OPS-Exeter says:
::The fighter wing flies toward the Andy.::

XO_Miller says:
::Looks at the CSO.::  CSO:  Explain?

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Pulls up a tricorder.:: EO: Take us due East, I'm going to route in coordinates to your tricorder and you can take us right to the captain from there, be sure to fly low, I mean water low, we don't want to be detected.

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: We know that these storms cause shifts. With a good knowledge of their structure and the right amount of energy, we might be able to shift back although this is just a theory.

EO_Z`heta says:
$::Pilots the heli in a bumpy fashion.:: AT: I'm heading to the CO's coordinates.

XO_Miller says:
::Nods.:: CSO: Get to it, Sketek.

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Looks back at the CTO.:: Senek: Well, hopefully we won't have to worry with that once we get her stabilized... but then again, till then...

CTO_Senek says:
$::Notices that CO's coordinates are moving rapidly.::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Assembling a science team to work on the theory.::

XO_Miller says:
::before leaving tactical, brings ship to Yellow Alert and heads over to the command chair.::

OPS-Exeter says:
Com: Andy: Eagle wing requesting to dock.

EO_Z`heta says:
$::The heli touches the water getting the windows wet and pulls up a bit::  AT: Sorry, guys...

Host Guard says:
Action: As the Captain regains control of the phaser and the Section 31 agent... the timeline is purified... Time itself blurs around the crew in a dazzling aura of technicolored surrealism... reality convulses as a tidal wave which smoothes out... The away team and the Captain are now at the Guardian of Forever.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Lands with a resounding thump.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Falls down near the Guardian again.::

Host Guardian_of_Forever says:
All: ALL IS AS IT WAS

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Falls to the ground and looks at the captain...:: CO: I guess you succeeded... that's odd though... I would have thought we would have had to get back and come back ourselves...

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Looks around her, rather confused, trying to get her bearings.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Thinks:: Guardian: Well thank you, you've been helpful and cooperative...

XO_Miller says:
::Nods at the FCO for docking clearance.::  FCO:  Anything on the away team?

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Scans the CO with the chronoton emitter:: CO: You’re clean...

CTO_Senek says:
@::Notices the Captain.::

FCO_Durron says:
COM: Eagle wing: Permission granted, opening shuttle bay door now.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@CIV: I don’t know what you are talking about. Clean? Of course. ::Memory returning.:: COM: XO: Status, Mr Miller?

CIV_Deimon says:
::Stands up calmly and wipes some grey dust of the small planet off his clothes.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: The away team, the entire away team, is on sensors.

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Go ahead and bring us out of Yellow Alert.

FCO_Durron says:
::Taps command that opens shuttle bay door.::

EO_Z`heta says:
@::Looks at the CO and to the Guardian amazed.::

CTO_Senek says:
@::Throws away his hat.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Standing down yellow alert.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: It appears that the away team is on the surface of the planet now.

XO_Miller says:
COM: CO:  Captain, is that really you?

OPS-Exeter says:
::Flies the shuttles into the bay, then after landing heads back to the bridge.::

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: We have contact to Federation time beacons and communication channels. We are back in our universe.

XO_Miller says:
FCO:  As soon as they are ready, beam the away team directly to sickbay.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@COM: XO: Of course it is me! I can hardly be expected to have dual personalities, can I?

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  What about the temporal flux?

CTO_Senek says:
@::Walks to Captain with his hand on his pistol.::

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Aye! COMM: CO: Signal me when you and the rest of the away team are ready for beam out.

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Obviously the things that have happened to our ship will leave unexplained with our understanding of temporal physics.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@CTO: What are you doing, Mr Senek? ::Looks at the pistol.::

XO_Miller says:
::Chuckles.::  COM: CO:  Boy, I wish I could believe that!  We're ready to beam you back as soon as you are ready.

CTO_Senek says:
@CO: I'm not going to let you fool me another time. ::Steps a bit back from CO.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@CTO: She's clean, I scanned her, besides, the other Kalla never existed.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@CTO: Mr Senek, you must have suffered a shock. All I know is we went back to change the timeline, and we seem to have been successful.

XO_Miller says:
CSO:  Not a logical thing to do, to leave something unexplained, eh Sketek?

OPS-Exeter says:
::Enters the bridge.:: XO: Exeter reporting back, sir. ::Grins.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Gets a lock on the away team and prepares to beam them to sickbay.::

XO_Miller says:
OPS:  Nice work Mr. Exeter!  Good to have everyone back in one piece.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@AT: What are the rest of you doing here?

CSO_Sketek says:
XO: Of course I try to explain everything, but... sometimes I just can't.

CIV_Deimon says:
@CO: Saving you, we'll explain later.

OPS-Exeter says:
XO: Just doing my job, sir.

CTO_Senek says:
@CO: It is not me who suffered a shock, but you, it seems...

XO_Miller says:
::Grins.::  CSO:  Understandable Sketek.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@COM: OPS: Beam us up, Mr Exeter. We have finished our business here.

OPS-Exeter says:
::Runs towards his console, and beams up the away team.:: Self:oh boy

FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at OPS and beams the away team from the transporter room to the sickbay.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@SELF: What a ride!.. Oh boy, I love this job. ::Dematerializes.::

Host Guardian_of_Forever says:
End USS Andromeda "A Stitch in Time" SD 10107.15


